Evidence for the Spirit
Why it matters: Having an awareness of the evidence for an afterlife and a non-physical
realm can profoundly impact your understanding of the meaning of life and death.
Law of Entropy: The Law of Entropy states that all physical things are moving from an orderly state to a state of
disorder. 1 For example, if you start with a perfect intelligently ordered and stacked deck of playing cards, the more you
randomly shuffle the cards the more they will be in a state of disorder. Similarly, the suns in the Universe randomly emit
radioactive particles which collide with DNA, causing random disorders to increase in all biological life. Genetic
degeneration “shows: a) the ubiquitous genetic degeneration of the somatic cells of all human beings; and b) the genetic
germline degeneration of the whole human population. Likewise Genetic Entropy has reviewed research that shows rapid
genetic degeneration in the H1N1 influenza virus. Genetic Entropy also documents ’evolution in reverse’ in the famous
LLEE bacterial experiment.” 2, 3 “A new paper (Lynch, 2016) written by a leading population geneticist, shows that
human genetic degeneration is a very serious problem. He affirms that the human germline mutation rate is roughly 100
new mutations per person per generation, while the somatic mutation rate is roughly 3 new mutations per cell division.
Lynch estimates human fitness is declining 1-5% per generation, and he adds; ‘most mutations have minor effects, very
few have lethal consequences, and even fewer are beneficial.’” 4 From a persuaded reader, “Genetic Entropy is by far
the most devastating critique of the modern neo-Darwinian Theory of Evolution. If mutations coupled with the
reproductive filtering of natural selection cannot create nor maintain the integrity of the genome, what can stop it from
degenerating?” 5, 6 An intelligent consciousness outside the physical universe could also exist outside the Law of Entropy,
thus providing possible evidence that human consciousness could also exist after the death of the body.
Hydrocephalus (Water Head): Hydrocephalus is a condition that occurs when fluid builds up in the skull. 7 The
name comes from hydro 8 meaning water and cephalus 9 meaning head. Interestingly, 50% of people born with an extreme
form of this birth defect function with no lack in cognitive ability and “…have IQ’s of greater than 100…”, even though
the void in their head “…fills 95% of their cranium…” as published in the journal Science. 10 One of the researchers
involved, Professor John Lorber, a British neurologist, posed the question “How do we explain it?”. 11 It has been said that
the famous French philosopher, mathematician, and metaphysician, René Descartes (1596–1650) first hypothesized that
the pineal gland in the brain was the seat of the soul, a unique meeting point between body and soul. 12 (Understand that
although soul and spirit are often used interchangeably, they are not expressly the same thing. Specifically, the soul could
be more accurately defined as the electrical or etheric part of the body, while the spirit is a non-physical distinct aspect
separate from the body existing as thought.) 13 A hypothesis to explain how 95% of the brain can be missing and a person
still function normally is that the brain is more of an encoder, decoder, and antenna which exchanges information to and
from the soul/spirit. New research supports this hypothesis, which has shown that there are small calcite crystals as well as
other crystalline structures in the pineal gland in which, “These crystals could be responsible for an electromechanical
biological transduction mechanism in the pineal gland due to their structure and piezoelectric properties… The calcite
microcrystals would have piezoelectric properties with excitability in the frequency range of mobile communications.”. 14
Irreducible Complexity of Biological Molecular Machines (ICBMM):
Irreducible complex biological molecular machines, like the Flagellum, are made of many parts which only work if all
parts are in the correct place, are the correct shape, and made of the correct material. 15 An example of a large irreducibly
complex device is that of a mousetrap. If you remove one part from a traditional mousetrap, it no longer functions. 16 The
accumulation of these irreducible complex biological molecular machines in action can be observed in the process of
metamorphosis of a caterpillar into a chrysalis, liquifying itself into goo, and then transforming into a butterfly. 17, 18 The
theory of evolution does not work 19 when studying this process which emphasizes irreducible complex biology on a large
scale, since you cannot have a partially-transformed caterpillar turn into a butterfly and have it survive. 20 Once something
is biologically dead, there are no retries. Evidence suggests an outside intelligence made the ICBMM’s.
Overdesign of the Human Body and Genetic Redundancy:
Natural selection and evolutionary theory do not explain why either of the following exists: Overdesign in additional
human facial expressions unnecessary for survival 21 and unnecessary backup genetic redundancy. 22 Also, see “junk
DNA” 23, 24 and the weight of souls. 25 Collectively, these point to consciousness existing outside the physical universe.
All credit, praise, honor, and glory belongs to our beloved God!
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